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DQE AB is listed on the Nordic OTC. 

DQE Designed Quality Entertainment AB, 556113-5517, which produces programs to the growing 
gaming industry was listed on Nordic OTC on the years final day of trading. The company owns the 
rights to the worlds only finished software for 3D environment in online poker gaming. The first 
customer, Vegas007.com, has already opened their internet casino, they are now in talks with 
various companies across various international markets to sell the same software. 
 
On Friday the 30 December the stock opens for trading in the software company Designed Quality 
Entertainment (DQE) AB. The companies business side is comparable to Boss media and Ongame in 
producing gaming platforms to operator around the world. 

The product they offer is the worlds first casino environment in 3D graphics. This gives the operators a fun 
and more realistic gaming experience than what has been previously made available by the competition. 
Players can create their own character and create their own identity while they play. They can chat with other 
players, change camera angles and many other environment related controls that give a more realistic 
feeling to the gaming experience. The gaming platform's flexibility to every type of potential customer and 
ability to work with any specifications needed to help ensure that the operator delivers the gaming 
experience they want their customers to experience is highly important. Today DQE can deliver both poker 
and blackjack through their gaming platform, the product development team is working hard to expand on 
that offering.  

Gaming on the internet is a huge industry. Merill Lynch is expecting that poker on the internet will grow by 
40% per annum over the next year. It isn't hard to predict that players will seek out the gaming experience 
they enjoy the most. DQEs unique graphics engine give the operators that choose to work with DQE's 
programs a huge technical advantage in being able to deliver the most advanced gaming experience 
possible.  

DQEs business model constitutes that with a contract between gaming operators DQE can offer them 
gaming platforms and specialised solutions for each customer with a percentage of the profits generated by 
the customers on the operators site going to DQE. The first customer, www.vegas007.com has now 
opened their gaming site and has been met with a positive response. In 2006, DQE are confident that they 
will sign many more agreements with gaming operators and by doing so create the worlds first online poker 
network and casino gaming in 3D environments. 

The company started operations on the 28th of October when they changed their name from DQ Systems 
AB to DQE AB. The company today has circa 800 stockholders and aims to be listed on NGM Equity in 
2006. 

for more information; 

Tord Jansson VD DQE AB, mail tord.jansson@dqeab.se , tel +46-70-7670772 
 
DQE AB is a company in the entertainment industry on the internet. The company owns the rights to the 
worlds first 3D based Poker and Black Jack on the internet. The gaming platform can be licsened out to 
different gaming operators in the world. Read more at: www.dqeab.se . 


